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Objectives

The potential of word embeddings for the prediction and
generation of (single word) humor has been mostly
overlooked. We show here why it should not have been:
• Embeddings capture a mean humor direction
• Embedding vectors capture multiple aspects discussed
in humor theories
• Individual senses of humor can be represented by a
vector, and be used to predict preferences on unseen
words
•When clustering humor ratings, demographic
differences in sense of humor emerge and uncover
preferences

Humor Features

Table: 10 most highly annotated words in each humor feature
category.

Colloquial Insulting Juxtaposition
dissing fuckers party poopers
wee lad douche hippocampus
clusterfuck dickheads pooch punt
twat nincompoops port potties
mofo asshat bacon butties
fugly wussies sexual napalm
flimflam twat pickleball
woo woo crack whore pussyfooting
crack whore rat ass boob tube
nutjobs smartass jobholders rose

Scatological Sexual Funny sounding
dog poop foreskins lollygag
dung scrotum gobbledegook
pooper scoopers nudism ballyhoo
poo poo nutted tiddlywinks
urination blue tits higgledy piggledy
apeshit boobies schlubby
poo pussyfooting hobnobbing
butt cheeks crotches hoo hah
crapola vibrators didgeridoo
diaper clad masturbating poppycock

Humor Direction

Figure: Humor rating predictions from a linear regression model
trained on the WebSubword embedding vectors of words from the
EH dataset, plotted against the EH mean humor ratings.

Humor Features in the Embedding

Figure: Feature correlation with mean humor ratings vs. feature
predictability (based on GNEWS and WebSubword) for the six
features on the 1,500 words annotated.

Group Preferences

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5
word 1 gobbledegook tootsies clusterfuck whakapapa dickheads
word 2 kerfuffle fufu batshit codswallop twat
word 3 hullaballoo squeegee crapola dabbawalas cocking
word 4 razzmatazz doohickey apeshit pooja titties
word 5 gazumped weenies fugly spermatogenesis asshattery
word 6 boondoggle muumuu wanker diktats nutted
word 7 galumphing thingies schmuck annulus dong
word 8 skedaddle wigwams arseholes chokecherry wanker
word 9 guffawing weaner dickheads piggeries cockling
word 10 bamboozle peewee douchebaggery viagogo pussyfooting
sound 1.11 1.02 0.97 1.02 0.90
scatological 0.80 0.99 1.15 0.89 1.14
colloqial 0.95 1.00 1.14 0.87 1.02
insults 0.86 0.90 1.23 0.84 1.12
juxtaposition 0.89 0.86 0.99 1.10 1.13
sexual 0.81 0.91 0.99 1.00 1.25
female % 70.3%∗ 57.5% 53.8% 52.4% 35.2%∗

mean age 38.6 37.4 42.3∗ 37.2 34.7∗

Bolded numbers represent the highest mean value obtained for that feature in any of the clusters.
∗statistically significant difference with p-value < 10−6.

Know Your Audience

Table: Success rates at know-your-audience tests, which test the
ability of sense-of-humor embeddings to distinguish different raters
based on sense of humor and predict which of two words each
would find funny.

Know-your-audience test Success rate
Easy: disjoint sets of 35 training words. 78.1%
Normal: 35 training words. 68.2%
Hard: 5 training words. 65.0%

Male/Female Humor

Table: Among our set of 216 words (including phrases), the ten with
most confident differences in ratings across gender (again using a
two-sided t-test and Bonferoni correction).

F p-value M p-value
whakapapa 3.2e-04 sexual napalm 2.1e-11
doohickey 0.0011 poundage 1.3e-05
namby pamby 0.0014 titties 2.6e-05
hullaballoo 0.003 dong 3.2e-05
higgledy piggledy 0.0039 jerkbaits 7.4e-05
gobbledegook 0.0047 semen samples 1.8e-04
schlocky 0.008 nutted 0.0019
gazumped 0.014 cock ups 0.0021
kooky 0.026 boobies 0.0027
schmaltzy 0.033 nut butters 0.004
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